TWO THOUSAND FIFTEEEN

OUR STORY
Founded in Hong Kong. Civilian Goods continues to explore, design,
and create functional products for “civilians” while maintaining a sleek,
minimalist conception.
Civilian Goods was founded by husband and wife duo Kenneth and
Candy. The two enjoy the simplicity of designing and making unique
products that reflects their personalities and user friendly. In 2012, with a
team of expert crafters, they decided to start a business of sharing their
designed products to the public.

“ Enjoy minimal design and craft ”
A keen attention to material and construction, in addition to superior
detailing, makes their product special.
Their products currently sells to U.S, Europe and in Asia. They believe their
humanistic approach with straight forward design will bring awareness to
the consumers.

WAXED CANVAS
The Wax Canvas Collection features the bold
texture of the material. The high quality canvas is
covered with natural paraffin wax that allow the
material to be water repellence.
With time, lines form on the wax surface to result
in individually personalized bags according to
the carrier’s wear.
backpack| messenger bag | essential pouch | travel pouch |

Supportive and chic
everyday wear.
— backpack

Our Backpack is design to be uni-sex, water
repellence and comfortable. Size big enough
to fit all your travel necessity and a 15” laptop
but still look sleek and fashionable.

BLACK WAXED CANVAS BACKPACK

Black Genuine Leather
handles.

CG silver button closure on
the front flap.

Cinch top closure

Thick back paddings

Thick backstrap paddings

Front pocket

Black plastic buckles with
cotton webbing

Long side pocket with metal
button as closure.

GREY WAXED CANVAS BACKPACK

BLACK -TRAVEL BACKPACK

HAN BLUE - TRAVEL BACKPACK

WASH GREY - TRAVEL BACKPACK

Size: 44cm (h) x 28.5cm (w) x 17 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz waxed canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
8mm padding on back panel & straps.
•
Cinch top closure

Size: 44cm (h) x 28.5cm (w) x 17 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz waxed canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
8mm padding on back panel & straps.
•
Cinch top closure

Size: 44cm (h) x 28.5cm (w) x 17 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz waxed canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
8mm padding on back panel & straps.
•
Cinch top closure

Handy workbag and also a
posh daily bag.
— messenger bag/ hand bag

Waxed Canvas Travel Bag is the perfect
weekend getaway bag. This design is crafted
from waxed canvas and features genuine
leather handles for a luxe finish. The main
compartment boasts zipper bags, a mobile
sleeve and a 15” laptop compartment. This
style can be carried as a messenger or as a tote.

GREY WAXED CANVAS MESSENGER BAG

Black Genuine Leather
handles.

CG customize metal buttons
as closure.

Cotton shoulder strap

CG customize metal buttons
as closure with leather tap.

Back pocket for documents

Reverse black nylon zipper

Small front pocket

Black metal buckles

Side pocket

BLACK -MESSENGER BAG
Size: 29 cm (h) x 41cm (w) x 13 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black
genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
Main zipper closure
•
Adjustable & removable cotton
shoulder strap

HAN BLUE- MESSENGER BAG
Size: 29 cm (h) x 41cm (w) x 13 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black
genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
Main zipper closure
•
Adjustable & removable cotton
shoulder strap

WASH GREY- MESSENGER BAG
Size: 29 cm (h) x 41cm (w) x 13 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black
genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
•
15” laptop compartment,
•
Internal media pocket,
•
Inner zipper pocket
•
Main zipper closure
•
Adjustable & removable cotton
shoulder strap
HAN BLUE WAXED CANVAS MESSENGER BAG

Accessible and smart;
— essentials pouch

The perfect size for all your essentials, this
trusty travel companion easily holds all your
grooming gear no matter where you’re headed.
Our pouch is constructed in 16-ounce highdensity waxed canvas and features a reinforced bottom. It can also be transfer to a
smaller pouch for your daily use.

BLACK- ESSENTIAL POUCH
Size: 9 cm (h) x 24cm (w) x 10.20 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Closure: Reverse nylon zipper with CG metal puller
•
2 inner mesh bag
•
Foldable on both ends to make the pouch smaller

HAN BLUE- ESSENTIAL POUCH
Size: 9 cm (h) x 24cm (w) x 10.20 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Closure: Reverse nylon zipper with CG metal puller
•
2 inner mesh bag
•
Foldable on both ends to make the pouch smaller

WASH GREY- ESSENTIAL POUCH
Size: 9 cm (h) x 24cm (w) x 10.20 cm (d)
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Closure: Reverse nylon zipper with CG metal puller
•
2 inner mesh bag
•
Foldable on both ends to make the pouch smaller

Genuine leather tap
Reverse nylon zipper with CG
metal zipper head.

2 inner mesh pockets

Button on both ends transform
the pouch.

Foldable on both ends to
make the pouch smaller for
daily use.

HAN BLUE WAXED CANVAS ESSENTIAL POUCH

BLACK -TRAVEL POUCH

Making traveling easier;
keeping it neat and tidy
Perfect slot for credit cards,
lounge cards or mileage cards.

— travel pouch

Pen slot

Metal buttons as closure

Always hard to find your passport, lounge
card or your pen when traveling? The TRAVEL
POUCH is designed to solve this problem.
Have all your travel documents all in one
pouch to keep it tidy and easy to find.

Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal puller
•
2 card holder slots
•
1 pen slot
•
2 main compartments for bills and coins

HAN BLUE -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal
•
2 card holder slots
•
1 pen slot
•
2 main compartments for bills and coins puller

CG customized metal
zipper puller & nylon
zipper (back)

Fit boarding pass, passport
or any travel documents

Genuine leather

WASH GREY -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: 16 oz wax canvas & Black genuine leather
Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal puller
•
2 card holder slots
•
1 pen slot
•
2 main compartments for bills and coins

Simple and handy
— portfolio bag large/ medium/ small

Waxed Canvas Portfolio bags comes in 3
sizes, 3 colors that fit your different needs in
different occasions. Use it as a work sleeve,
a document bag or a clutch, it easily match
your day to day activities.

GREY- WAXED CANVAS SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

BLACK- LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

HAN BLUE - LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

GREY- LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

BLACK- MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

HAN BLUE- MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

GREY- MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

The large portfolio bag is able to fit in a 13” laptop,
magazines and what ever you need for the day. Good
size for men and women to carry it as a daily clutch
anytime any where.

The large portfolio bag is able to fit in a 13” laptop,
magazines and what ever you need for the day. Good
size for men and women to carry it as a daily clutch
anytime any where.

The large portfolio bag is able to fit in a 13” laptop,
magazines and what ever you need for the day. Good
size for men and women to carry it as a daily clutch
anytime any where.

The medium portfolio bag is a good size to carry as a
clutch or a portable work bag to store your note book,
wallets and stationaries.

The medium portfolio bag is a good size to carry as a
clutch or a portable work bag to store your note book,
wallets and stationaries.

The medium portfolio bag is a good size to carry as a
clutch or a portable work bag to store your note book,
wallets and stationaries.

- Size: 26 (h) cm x 35.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 26 (h) cm x 35.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 26 (h) cm x 35.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 19.5 (h) cm x 29 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 19.5 (h) cm x 29 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 19.5 (h) cm x 29 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

HAN BLUE- WAXED CANVAS SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

BLACK - SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

HAN BLUE- SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

GREY- SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

The size is small and handy to fit an Ipad mini and your
daily necessity.

The size is small and handy to fit an Ipad mini and your
daily necessity.

The size is small and handy to fit an Ipad mini and your
daily necessity.

- Size: 15 cm (l) x 25.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket size: 21cm (l) x 15 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine Leather
- Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
- Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal
- Weight: 7g

- Size: 15 cm (l) x 25.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket size: 21cm (l) x 15 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine Leather
- Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
- Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal
- Weight: 7g

- Size: 15 cm (l) x 25.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket size: 21cm (l) x 15 cm (w)
- Materials: 16 oz Waxed Canvas &
Black Genuine Leather
- Lining: Black poly cotton fabric
- Zipper: Black metal zipper with CG metal
- Weight: 7g

WEAVE
The water repellent Weave collection portfolio
pouches comes in three sizes. It is a great
addition to have for spring and summer.
portfolio bags

BEIGE- WEAVE MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

BROWN- LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

BEIGE - LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

The large portfolio bag is able to fit in a 13” laptop,
magazines and what ever you need for the day.
Good size for men and women to carry it as a daily
clutch anytime any where.

The large portfolio bag is able to fit in a 13” laptop,
magazines and what ever you need for the day.
Good size for men and women to carry it as a daily
clutch anytime any where.

- Size: 26 (h) cm x 35.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 26 (h) cm x 35.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Brown Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

BROWN WEAVE LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

BEIGE WEAVE LARGE PORTFOLIO BAG

BROWN WEAVE SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

BROWN - MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

BEIGE- MEDIUM PORTFOLIO BAG

BROWN - SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

BEIGE- SMALL PORTFOLIO BAG

The medium portfolio bag is a good size to carry as a
clutch or a portable work bag to store your note book,
wallets and stationaries.

The medium portfolio bag is a good size to carry as a
clutch or a portable work bag to store your note book,
wallets and stationaries.

- Size: 19.5 (h) cm x 29 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 19.5 (h) cm x 29 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Brown Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

The small portfolio bag is handy to carry for a drink
or dropping by the near by café. The size is small and
handy but also enough to fit the ipad mini and your
daily necessity.

The small portfolio bag is handy to carry for a drink
or dropping by the near by café. The size is small and
handy but also enough to fit the ipad mini and your
daily necessity.

- Size: 15 (h) cm x 25.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

- Size: 15 (h) cm x 25.5 cm (w)
- Inner pocket: 15cm (h) x 21 cm (w)
- Materials: Polyester woven material &
Black Genuine leather tab.
- Lining: Black poly cotton
- Zipper: Black Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

INDIGO & CARGO
Made with fine American Denim and sleek
colored cargo fabrics.
tote bag | travel pouch | 13”& 15” sleeve | accessories bag |

Grab and go;
Smart and Casual...

CG customize metal buttons
as closure.

— tote bag

The TOTE BAG is design for both sexes. Light
weight and durable. It is suitable for all
occasions - traveling, a smart casual night out
or just a weekend fun. This is the perfect bag
to bring for the day.

An easy access inner pocket
that fit your phone, keys and
small knick knacks.

MUSTARD YELLOW -TOTE

OLIVE GREEN- TOTE

NAVY BLUE - TOTE

Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

MUSTARD YELLOW -TRAVEL POUCH

Making traveling easier;
keeping it neat and tidy
Perfect slot for credit cards,
lounge cards or mileage cards.

Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripe cotton fabric
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

— travel pouch

Pen slot

Metal buttons as closure

Always hard to find your passport, lounge
card or your pen when traveling? The TRAVEL
POUCH is designed to solve this problem.
Have all your travel documents all in one
pouch to keep it tidy and easy to find.

NAVY BLUE -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripe cotton fabric
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

CG customized metal
zipper puller & nylon
zipper (back)

Fit boarding pass, passport
or any travel documents

OLIVE GREEN -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripe cotton fabric
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

Weekend or weekdays,
be smart and fashionable.
— 13” & 15” sleeve

13” & 15” sleeve no longer be a black boring
sleeve, it can also be a fashionable accessories
to carry on a daily bases. The three color denim
and cotton laptop sleeve is just the right sleeve
for both men and women.
The sleeve fits a 13” & 15” Macbook and Macbook Pro. It also comes with an inside divider
for all your paper notes and documents.

MUSTARD YELLOW - 13” & 15” SLEEVE

OLIVE GREEN- 13” & 15” SLEEVE

NAVY BLUE- 13” & 15” SLEEVE

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Nylon Zipper with CG metal puller

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Nylon Zipper with CG metal puller

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Stripes cotton fabric
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Nylon Zipper with CG metal puller

Nylon zipper with
CG customize metal
zipper puller head/

An inside divider for all your
notes and documents.

MUSTARD YELLOW - ACC. BAG

Small but handy.
— Accessory pouch

Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Striped cotton fabric
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

A small handy pouch to store your necessity
such as cosmetics, cables, stationaries etc...

NAVY BLUE - ACC. BAG
Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Striped cotton fabric
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

OLIVE GREEN - ACC.BAG
Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cargo & 16oz Denim
Lining: Striped cotton fabric
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

CORK & CANVAS
This uniqe collection is made with 100% real cork
material and heavy duty canvas. Cork has been
known as nature’s miracle material ever since the
days the Romans. Cork and canvas, two materials not
often found together. Surprisingly perfect fashion
harmony with an impeccable appearance and
exceptional functionality, these materials add the
finishing touch to everyday style.
tote bag | 13” & 15” sleeve | 11” sleeve | travel pouch
accessories bag |

Fun and different
carry on
— tote bag

Canvas bag with cork detailing is a tote with
a difference, sturdy enough for everyday, but
miles away from your average bag.

RED CANVAS- TOTE
Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Black cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

NATURAL CANVAS -TOTE
Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Brown cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

BLUE CANVAS - TOTE
Size: 43cm x 33cm x 15cm
Materials: Cork & 16 oz Canvas
Lining: Black cotton fabric
Inner bag size: 16cm x 14cm
Closure: CG silver button

Weekend or weekdays, be
smart and fashionable.
— 13” & 15” sleeve

13” & 15” sleeve with cork detailing is a padded tech pouch with a difference, sturdy
enough for everyday laptop protection, but
miles away from the average tech sleeve.
It fit 13” & 15” Macbook and Macbook Pro.
It also comes with an inside divider for all your
notes and documents.
There is also a small pocket
inside the sleeve for small
knick knacks.

Metallic silve zipper teeth with
CG customize puller as closure.

NATURAL CAVNAS- 13” & 15” SLEEVE

BLUE CANVAS- 13” & 15” SLEEVE

RED CANVAS - 13” & 15” SLEEVE

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Brown Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Black Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

13” Size: 34cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 25cm (h)
15” Size: 38cm (l)x 3.5cm (w) x 28cm (h)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Black Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam on all surface
Zipper: Metal Zipper with CG metal puller

Sleek and meek
— 11” sleeve

11” sleeve no longer be just purely
functional, but it can also be fashionable. The
three color cork and canvas laptop sleeve is
just the right sleeve for men and women.
The sleeve are capable to fit IPAD and 11” Air
Laptop computer.

NATURAL CAVNAS- 11” SLEEVE

BLUE CANVAS- 11” SLEEVE

RED CANVAS - 11” SLEEVE

Size: 22cm (w) x 34cm(h) x 2.5cm (d)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Brown Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam all around
Closure: Metal zipper with CG metal puller

Size: 22cm (w) x 34cm(h) x 2.5cm (d)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Black Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam all around
Closure: Metal zipper with CG metal puller

Size: 22cm (w) x 34cm(h) x 2.5cm (d)
Materials: Cork & 16oz Canvas
Lining: Black Tricot
Padding: 5mm foam all around
Closure: Metal zipper with CG metal puller

There is also a small pocket
inside the sleeve for small
knick knacks.

Metallic silve zipper teeth with
CG customize puller as closure.

Travel in style.
— travel pouch

CIVILIAN GOODS are playing up a whole
other side of cork: it’s natural beauty. TRAVEL
POUCH with cork detailing is designed to
travel, with pockets for cards, boarding
passes, and passports. Portable cork with
contemporary style.

NATURAL -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cotton & 16oz Denim
Lining: Brown cotton
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

BLUE -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cotton & 16oz Denim
Lining: Black cotton
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

RED -TRAVEL POUCH
Folded Size: 22cm x 11.5cm
Open up size: 22cm x 24cm
Materials: Cotton & 16oz Denim
Lining: Black cotton
Zipper: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

Simple but unique.
— Accessory pouch

ACCESSORY POUCH with cork detailing is an
accessory with a difference.

NATURAL - ACC. BAG

BLUE - ACC. BAG

RED- ACC. BAG

Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cork & 16 oz Canvas
Lining: Brown cotton
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cork & 16 oz Canvas
Lining: Black cotton
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

Size: 18cm x 11cm
Materials: Cork & 16 oz Canvas
Lining: Black cotton
Closure: Nylon zipper with CG metal puller

For further inquiry please visit us at:
Website: www.civiliangoods.com
Facebook: www.facebook/civiliangoods
Twitter: twitter/civiliangoods
Instagram: @civiliangoods
Or email us at:
info@civiliangoods.com
© All rights reserved to CIVILIAN GOODS

